INTRODUCTION
The classic problem of the shortest path has not been successfully extended to graphs with nondeterministic or multidimensional weights, When the weights on edges become random variables or vectors, the dynamic programming principle no longer holds for general criteria of optimality; it i.s no longer generally true that the optimal path consists of optimal subpaths. Since the dynamic programming principle has been the basis for almost all work on optimal path problems, treatment of the extended problems has been unable to exploit previous results.
Dynamic programming allows combinatorial reductions in the search space of paths. In a graph of V vertices, there could be as many as L(V -2)!eJ paths connecting the origin and destination. Yet the algorithm by Dijkstra [9] runs in O(V-') time and other algorithms have even faster expected behavior (e.g., Spira [24] and Bloniarz [5] ). Herein lies the value of studying the classic problem. An extended study of optimal path problems following the spirit of the shortest path paradigm should not only provide a problem formulation that is consistent, but also describe solutions addressing the combinatorially unwieldy size of the search.
The extended problems deserve study. Transshipment and routing problems often require tailoring to fit the traditional model. Cost, time. reliability, uncertainty, and expedience might all be relevant to the decision maker. But the existing techniques require that he choose only one aspect to model. or that he declare linear trade-offs between the relevant many. The assignment of single, constant costs to edges has been necessary, whether it permits an adequate representation or not. This paper explores tractable alternatives to the traditional representation.
Two motivating areas of application are communications networks and planning. In traffic flow assignment for a communications network, one wants to determine shortest time routes for information flow. These mutes are likely to be indirect, traversing several intermediate nodes in the network between the sending and receiving nodes. Solutions of the problem usually involve solving a shortest path subproblem. But the transmission times at each intermediate node may be characterized by uncertainty, especially if the requests must queue, or if transmission is limited to particular times of the day and these times may change without the adjustment of assignments. (Kleinrock's [17] queueing network model of the Arpanet is an example.) Non-local interactive programs are especially sensitive to poor or greatly varying transmission times. Since large volumes of communication will eventually flow along the selected mute, choosing an inferior route can be tragic.
In the planning of Markovian decision policies, whether by a human consultant or by an expert system, reward structures may be uncertain or genuinely subject to chance. Existing methods in stochastic dynami c programming allow probabilistic transitions between states of control [13] . But if these transitions are intended to model uncertainty in reward, the probability functions must be discrete, and the state space explodes in size. Paths in stochastically weighted graphs model the problem directly, with none of these drawbacks. The multiply weighted graph further models situations in which rewards are expressed in terms of many incomparable commodities.
FORMULATION OF THE STOCHASTIC PROBLEM
With the notion of preference yet to be determined, the stochastic problem can be stated as follows:
Given a weighted digraph G = (V = {v~}, E = {eii}, W = I~(e~i)]), of IVI ---V vertices and IEI = E edges, where weights on edges ~(e~i) are independent, real-valued random variables with values in [0, oq and with known distributions F~ i, identify the most preferred path )~\,, in the set of all the paths from vertex v~ to vertex Vv, L,v.
The weight of a path is also a random variable, ~,(x,,,) = E ~(e,,), the sum of the weights on the edges that compose the path.
This problem is identical to a unit demand-unit capacity flow problem with uncertain costs. It is similar to the unsolved probabilistic PERT {longest path) problem. However, unlike the PERT problem where bounds an the weight of the optimal path are sufficient, it is a search problem; the applications of the model require the determination of an actual path in L,v. Moreover, the techniques developed for probabilistic PERT would not bound the distribution of ~'(),w) for some )~,v L,v; rather, they would describe the behavior of ~, ---min(~,(},,v)).
Standard works that have encountered the stochastic shortest path problem have avoided it by taking expectations of edge weights and solving the ensuing deterministic problem (e.g., Dantzig [7] , Howard [13] , and Kleinrock [17] ): ~ ' Argmin and Argmax are the arguments that minimize and maximize, respectively, the preceded expression, over the indicated domain.
)~, ---argmin E{vV(),lv)} (Pla) )~lx, ~ L~x, However, the identified path can be potentially "risky"; it may have a high probability of realizing a much larger weight than expected. If there were a path of slightly greater expected weight with little probability of realizing very large weights, it might conceivably be preferable. In short, the solution ignores higher moments; it takes no account of "risk."
But it's not clear how best to account for risk. Frank [12] proposes the following condition of path optimality: For a specified k, consider the path that maximizes the probability of realizing a weight less than k as the optimal path, ~ that is:
Sigal et al. [23] suggest a different condition: optimality entailing the greatest probability of realizing the least weight.
They offer an approach to reducing the number of arguments requisite in the continuous product. However, no solution addressing the combinatorially large size of Llv is known to either problem; both appear to require exhaustive search.
Some Approaches
Reasonable criteria of optimality that admit dynamic programming solutions do exist. For a = 1, this criterion expresses complete optimism and for a = O, the criterion is completely pessimistic. ),~v is obtained by solving the deterministic shortest path problem in the graph G' = (V, E, _W'), where, in the matrix of weights, each element ~(e~i) has been replaced by [awl.(e~;) + (1 -a)wt,(e,;) ].
Of course, the Hurwicz principle is not widely used. And it does not produce well-defined problems when each edge has a finite probability of realizing an infinite weight, i.e., a chance of "failing."
Alternately, there is a linear program that corresponds to the stochastic shortest path problem:
The standard programming approach would be to convert 2 Note that if this condition is required to hold for all k, the graph requires the unlikely existence of a least element under stochastic inequality to give a welldefined'solution for anv given problem. a Readers familiar with'labeling algorithms for the shortest path problem will recognize the u~'s as labels.
each of the (V -1) 2 uncertain constraints into chance constraints, requiring compliance with probability at least 1 -ft. For each edge, %, define w~(e,): Probl~(e~) ~ w~(ei~)} = ft.
Now the constraints have the form u~-u, ~_ w~(e.).
The solution to this new program determines the path
and this path is just the shortest path in the graph with new weights w~(e~i).
In practical instances of the stochastic problem, this approach may suffice. But paths of differing cardinality are being compared at different levels of compliance. The weight of a path composed of n edges is correctly bounded by its new weight with probability (1 -fl)"; the probability of compliance decreases with n. In this sense, the solution is biased toward paths with many edges.
The Decision Analytic Formulation
The expected utility criterion of von Neumann and Morgenstern (see [11] ) is the prevalent and most comprehensive for preference under uncertainty. The results of this paper suggest that it is also the most useful.
In addition to the weighted digraph, G, define a utility function u(x), u:R ~ --~ R ~, montonically decreasing in x.
The utility of a random variable ~ is defined to be its expected utility, u(~) -= E~u(x). Now formulate the stochastic problem as above with preference implied by utility;
Note that if all edge-weight densities were to have point support, Eq. (P1) with any strictly monotone u(x) would define the traditional shortest path problem.
k~4y For general u(x) and general Fi i, the dynamic programming principle is violated. Consider the two paths that access vertex v4 from vl in the graph in Figure 1 , )~'4 = e12e24, and )klY4 = e13e34. Random variable ~'(X~4) has marginal density f12 * f24, and 6z(X~4) has density f13 * f34, as shown in Figure 2 . Suppose the utility function behaves linearly until just beyond the support of each density function, at which point it turns down sharply ( Figure 3 ). ~(X~4) has a broader density than ~(XY4), but the former has a smaller mean. For a combinatorially reductive search algorithm to reduce the number of candidate paths through v4 without elaborate knowledge of the graph.
)~4 > X~4 must imply ~4e45 > X~4e45 for all admissible densities f45 of the weight ~/e4s) on edge e~. i.e., if path X x is better than path XY at v4, one may discard X y as a candidate subpath of the optimal path in deference to Xx under the condition that extensions of X y never become better than the same extensions of X x. In particular, Xy cannot be preferred to ~ at Vs.
But if f45 has point support, f45 = ~, then the wider spread of fiE * f2a * f45 (Figure 4 ) would cause its expected utility integral to be smaller than the expected utility integral off13 * f3~ * f45. Therefore, in this case. ~4 > )~4 does not imply )~4e45 > )~Y4ea5.
Necessary Conditions on ~x)
The class of utility functions that permits dynamic programming directed search is quite restricted. For general F~j, the dynamic programming principle is satisfied if and only if u(x) is affine linear or exponential.
This restriction is easily shown. In fact, Howard and Matheson [14] made a similar statement in a different context. Dynamic programming requires, for all density functions f, g, and h, consisting of convolutions of the density functions for edge weights in the graph,
(1)
(integrals taken over all space). If we can invoke Fubini's theorem (all integrals exist and are finite), then Eq. (1) is the same as
With a change of variables, the latter predicate is equivalent to
For this to imply and be implied by [f u(x)f(x) dx > f u(x)g(x) dx], u's behavior under translation is restricted to u(x + ~ = 7(f)u(x) + ~P(~. So if u has its first two derivatives, they have the forms: u'(x) = klu(x) + k2; U"(X) = klU'(X).
Hence, u(x) will have to be affine linear or exponential.
In utility theory, this restriction on u(x) is exactly the restriction to constant Arrow-Pratt absolute risk aversion [1, 21] :
The exact correspondence connects this formulation of the problem with the dense literature on utility and measures of risk aversion (see [22] ).
Some stochastic problems can be restated as multidimensional problems. These problems will be discussed later in this paper.
INTRODUCTION TO THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
We pose a general multidimensional optimal path problem in the same utility-maximizing form used above for the stochastic problem (P1). The use of utility functions to define preference has a natural multidimensional generalization. In fact, the modern interest in utility functions has been primarily for their ability to make explicit the trade-offs between various factors in determining preference.
Given a weighted digraph G = (V, E, W), where weights on edges w(e~j) are, d-dimensional vectors with each element real non-negative, and a preference function u(x): R d ---, R 1, monotonically decreasing in each xj for fixed x_, identify the path X*v ~ Lw, the weight of which, wOhv) =-Y~ w(e~j), maximizes u;
)hv E Lw
White [26] formulates a similar problem in a decision framework, and allows probabilistic choice of path. Other related work has been done by Daellenbach and De Kluyver [8] .
Note that when d = 1, the problem is identical to the shortest path problem for strictly monotonic u. Our generalization and its solution are fairly straightforward. In this section, therefore, we are primarily interested in what happens to existing shortest path methods in R ~, and which major ideas on efficient computation carry over to this formulation.
This section presumes a knowledge of shortest path algorithms at the level of Dreyfus [10] .
Solutions with Dynamic Programming and with Dominance
For affine linear u, u(x) = c.x ~ + k, and lexicographic u, there exists a dynamic programming solution to the problem. However, the problem does not admit such a solution in general. For instance, let u(x) = -x~x2; W(Xl~4) = (1, 10); w(),(4) = (3, 4); and w(e45) = (5, 5). At v4, M4 is preferred to XlY4; u(1, 10) > u(3, 4). But its extension to vs is inferior, u(6, 15) < u (8, 9) .
Nevertheless, the search for M~ need not require the consideration of all paths; one may perform a limited induction via dominance. The paths that access a vertex are in general partially ordered. In problem (P2), if (w(M,))~ -< (w(X~,)), Vi, and (w(M,)); < (w(M,)); for at least one j, then X x dominates X y, M > X y. X x > X y guarantees that u(w(XXX~)) > u(w(XYk~)) for all )z, since u is monotonic. This relation is asymmetric and incomplete, so some paths remain incomparable.
Since the relation is incomplete, only dominated paths can be discarded. The remaining paths, the maxima, must all be considered for extension. The search for Mi, reduces not to finding optimal subpaths, but to finding all maxima that could be subpaths.
Therefore, we now require the familiar algorithms that generate vertex labels [10] , corresponding to optimal subpaths, to generate whole sets of maximal paths for each vertex. Computationally, existing algorithms will need revision wherever a statement in its analysis or proof of correctness is true for the word "optimal," but not generally true for the word "maximal." For instance, in Spira's algorithm, the stopping rule that once the optimal path is known to Vv, the solution is complete, is not true when the word maximal is substituted for optimal and the problem is viewed in Rd; solution requires all of the maximal paths to Vv. And in Dijkstra's algorithm, the assertion that a temporary vertex label can be updated in constant time is no longer true because our maximal vertex sets are not generally singletons.
Extensions of Some Major Ideas for Shortest Path Computation
The Ford-Moore-Bellman idea (see [10] ), which finds optimal subpaths by successive approximation, generalizes nicely to Here, we've chosen to update sets of maxima upon every extension; the alternative of doing updates in batch after several extensions is slower. Let the number of outgoing edges at any vertex be bounded by O(E/V). If M is an upper bound on the size of the largest set of maxima, and O(M) also bounds the size of approximations to these sets, the running time of this scheme is O(~).
In Ford's algorithm, some paths that have been extended will later be dominated. Dijkstra's contribution [9] was a rule that ordered the construction of subpaths to prevent future domination from occurring. A path's extensions are considered for maximality if and only if that path is itself a maximum:
1. sets of maxima, M~ ..... My are initially empty. 2. a priority queue Q contains temporary labels (initially contains )~11) and guarantees that the path at its front is a maximum of the queue; 3. until Q empties do { select the next path )~lj from Q; this is a maximum, so add it to M~; for each ej r do if extension )~e~i is not dominated by an element of Mr then { insert it into Q; delete from Q all extensions into v r it now dominates.
}: }. Following Johnson [15] , implementing Q as a ~-ary heap of depth log.~EM saves time, even in higher dimensions. With this data structure, selections and deletions cost O(,81og~M), and insertions cost O(log~EM). But unlike the algorithm in R ~, the same number of insertions and deletions are being performed. So the heap will always be just a binary heap. With pointers into the heap to locate extensions that have moved, deletions require O(EM log2EM), and these dominate the selections and insertions. Testing for maximality is an orthogonal range query problem, and with the appropriate data structure [3, 18] , it's not clear whether the total time to test for maximality, EM. Query(M), and the total structuring time, VM.Add(M), will be larger than the heap deletion time. Here, Query(n) and Add(n) are the times to test for maximality, and add a maximum, respectively, when n maxima are already know'n.
Spira's idea [24] of doing a preprocessin~ sort of edges leads to a slight improvement in worst-case time. This is surprising because in R 1, his algorithm is a good expected-time algorithm, and inefficient in terms of worst case. Moreover, his ideas do not extend to a fast expected-time algorithm here, because of the invalidity of his stopping rule in R d (as mentioned above). For similar reasons, Bloniarz's time balancing methods [5] do not work here.
Instead of queueing all extensions of a new maximum at once, Spira suggests ordering the extensions according to the same rule that orders the queue (lexicographic order), and queueing one at a time according to this order. The following assertions, on which correctness depends, remain true:
1. the path at the front of the queue is a maximum of the queue, and 2. no future element entered into the queue will dominate this path currently at front.
By making all extensions of all maxima enter the queue, all maximal subpaths must eventually be located. Since this algorithm is our best, it is stated explicitly below. remove front of Q, (w, s, t, i), and restructure Q. //this is the next extension being considered in lexicographic order; ordering guarantees that no future extension will ever dominate this one// c. /f no member of Ms dominates w then { //this is a new maximum// d. Mt *--Mt union w.
//add to the vertex's set of maxima and to the list of maxima being extended// g. insert into Q the tuple: h.
(w + e, [1] .weight, t, e, [1] .destination, n). //its first extension goes into the queue; note only maxima are extended//.
I. Clearly path information can be kept with the weight, but those details are omitted here for clarity.
[ Q[ never grows larger than [ U] , and the latter is bounded by VM, the bound on the number of maxima. So insertions and deletions are O(log VM) each. The total number that eventually enter Q is O(EM), the O(E/V) extensions of each maximum. Running time is therefore, O(max(EM log VM, VM. Add(M) + EM. Query(M))).
As for the expected size of M, Bentley et al. [4] determined that the expected number of maxima in a set L is O((log ILl) d-~) when rankings are independent in each dimension and set elements are independent. This bound extends at least to the case when all edges draw their weights from the same multivariate distribution, whatever the particular distribution. It is possible to construct complete digraphs weighted in sufficient dimension in which no paths are dominated, M = O(VV). However, without more a priori knowledge of u, the search problem (P2) is itself trivially bounded by ~(M) from below.
STOCHASTIC PROBLEMS REDUCIBLE TO MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS
When u(x) is polynomial of degree d, the expected utility of a random variable is an affine linear function of the random variable's first d moments. Also, given any n independent random variables, v~i, the first moment, ml, and the second central moment, p2, of Y.. ~ are, respectively, the sums of the first moments and second central moments of each v~. Consequently, two types of stochastic problems can be exactly represented as multidimensional problems: type 1. u is quadratic, u(x) = ao + a~x + a2x 2.
Since u is monotonically decreasing, so must alx + a2x 2 and a2x 2 also be monotonically decreasing. Expected utility integrals with u depend only on the random variable's first two moments:
Construct the function u':R 2 --, R ~, U'(X1, X2) = ao + alx1 + a2x 2 + a2x2. u' is monotonically decreasing in x2 for fixed x~, and monotonically decreasing in x~ for fixed x2. Define an instance of the multidimensional problem of u', G', where G' = (V, E, W'), and weights are now w'(e,j) = (E[~(e,j)], E[(~e,j))2]), the means and variances of the previous ~eij). The solution, )~ identifies the same path as the solution to the original problem. type 2. All weights on edges have densities of a class that is closed under convolutions, and uniquely determined by the first two moments.
Examples include the Poisson, Binomial, Gaussian, and Gamma classes. Since all higher moments are calculable from ml and m2 (or ml and p2), and the distributions of weights on paths all belong to the same class, a polynomial utility function in the stochastic problem can be transformed into a function of two variables, m~ and mz. If this new function u':R 2 --* fl~ is monotonically decreasing, one can define an equivalent multidimensional problem on u', G', where weights in G' are as above.
w'(e,~) = (E[~e,~)], E[(~(e,j))2]).
The ensuing multidimensional problem can be solved using the techniques of the previous section.
This reducibility of some stochastic problems significantly increases the usefulness of the yon Neumann-Morgenstern formulation of the problem. The two most important distributions in applications are potentially exactly soluble: Gamma class which models output from a queue (communications networks, shortest time through queueing networks), and the Gaussian class, which models the introduction of noise (measurement error or unexplained variation).
Forcing a stochastic problem into one of these forms trades each stochastic dimension for two deterministic ones. Consequently, mixed multidimensional problems with stochastic elements can be handled without added difficulty.
APPROXIMATIONS
Both decision-analytic formulations, (P1) and (P2), allow heuristics that are well understood in operations research. Approximation strategies and heuristics have been studied more closely in [19] ; an attempt is made only to suggest the practical possibilities here.
In the stochastic problem, one can often appeal to central limit effects, even when distributions are from various classes. When routing through networks with uniform delays (e.g., a pedestrian choosing between paths containing traffic lights), the distributions of weights on paths in Lw can reasonably be modeled as Gaussian. Also, when there is a strong correlation between path cardinality and path weight, or between expected path weight and utility of path weight, the next-best path algorithm of Dreyfus-Hoffman-Pavley [10] can be employed to obtain results of high confidence (probability of having located M~,) quickly. This is useful when edge-weight distributions are similar in support and mean.
In the multidimensional problem, several different gradientdependent approximations produce polynomial-time approximation algorithms. For instance, given an estimate of w()~*w), u(x) can be locally linearized. An iterative algorithm based on this linearization can thus perform dynamic programming at each step. Rounding the weights or discarding maxima that are numerically very similar (clustering) are other effective ways to reduce the running time of the dominance algorithm.
PERSPECTIVES
In 1964, Klee described a delightful solution to the shortest path problem [16] . Construct a physical model of the graph with pieces of string having lengths proportional to edge weights. Then pull tightly on the origin and destination vertices. The shortest path will appear tense: the chain that limits further pulling. Alas, there appear to be no such physical models with higher or stochastic dimensions.
